Angel Falls

Angel Falls is a dramatic, richly nuanced
story of an ordinary man who makes an
extraordinary decision and gambles with a
thorny, painful question.Michaela, beloved
wife and mother of two, lies in a coma. It is
now up to her husband, Liam, to hold the
family together, to care for their grieving,
frightened children. Doctors have told
Liam not to expect a recovery, but he
maintains hope that love can accomplish
what medicine cannot. Day after day, he
sits by her bedside, holding her hand,
sharing the stories of their life together.
Then he discovers the evidence of his wifes
secret pasta long-hidden first marriage to
international movie star Julian True. When
he sees photos of her glowing happiness
with Julian, he knows the actor was more
than simply Michaelas first husband. He
was the love of her life. Liam senses that
Julian is the one person who can bring her
back to life, but at what cost? And does
Liam love his wife enough to risk losing
her to a man no woman could resist?His
decision strikes deep into the heart of his
family, transforming each of them in
unexpected ways.

- 3 min - Uploaded by National GeographicThe topography of Angel Falls and the surrounding area is testament to the
power of water. ONE Have you ever dreamed about visiting Angel Falls, Venezuela? Find out how you can swim
under the tallest waterfall in the world in the middle - 14 sec - Uploaded by Survive the JiveThe Tallest waterfall in the
entire world. with a height of 979metres (3212ft) and a clear drop of Angel Falls (Salto Angel) in Venezuela is the
highest waterfall in the world. The falls are 3230 feet in height, with an uninterrupted drop of 2647 feet. Angel FallsThe
Angel Falls is the highest waterfall in the entire world with a height of 807 meters. It is also ranked among worlds four
most beautiful waterfalls.Angel Falls is the worlds highest uninterrupted waterfall. Located in Canaima National Park,
the second largest national park in Venezuela, the waterfall tumbles It may not be the huge shelf of water that Niagara
is, but the fact that the water of Angel Falls, ahem, falls uninterrupted from such a great heightOne of the greatest natural
wonders of the world, magnificent Angel Falls, remains virtually masked to mankind in the rugged jungle and mountain
of Venezuela.Angel Falls, Spanish Salto Angel, also called Salto Churun Meru, waterfall in the Guiana Highlands in
Bolivar state, southeastern Venezuela, on the Churun - 1 min - Uploaded by SafyThe Angel Falls in Venezuela - The
tallest waterfall in the world Clip from : Planet Earth BBC.Angel Falls are located in Venezuela and are famous for
being one of the four most beautiful waterfalls in the world, and as the highest uninterrupted waterfallsAngel Falls the
highest waterfall in the world. - How to get there - Where to stay? - What to do? - What are the prices? Angel Falls is
located in the highlands of - 2 min - Uploaded by lionpress999Planet Earth (TV Series) Season 1 Episode 3 Fresh Water
UK broadcast 19 March 2006 US
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